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AT-A-GLANCE
INFLATABLESINFLATABLES

Length Width Thickness Volume Length Width Thickness Volume Length Width Thickness Volume Length Width Thickness Volume

12’6”/381 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 301 L 10’6”/320 cm 32”/81.3 cm 6”/15.2 cm 270 L 11’6”/350.5 cm 34”/86.4 cm 6”/15.2 cm 314 L 11’6”/350.5 cm 32”/81.3 cm 6”/15.2 cm 239 L

12’6”/381 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 301 L 10’6”/320 cm 32”/81.3 cm 5”/12.7 cm 225 L

INFLATABLE TOURING/ONE-DESIGN RACING 
WOMEN’S INFLATABLE TOURING/ONE-DESIGN RACING

INFLATABLE ALL-AROUND 
WOMEN’S INFLATABLE ALL-AROUND

WOMEN’S INFLATABLE TOURINGINFLATABLE ALL-AROUND

ONE INFLATABLE 12’6” 
ONE ALANA INFLATABLE 12’6”

ALANA INFLATABLE 11’6” 
X32 FUSIONNALU INFLATABLE 11’6” X34

NALU INFLATABLE 10’6” X32 
ALANA INFLATABLE 10’6” X32



Stand up Paddle
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Length Width Thickness Volume Length Width Thickness Volume Length Width Thickness Volume

12’0”/365.7 cm 34”/86.4 cm 6”/15.2 cm 319 L 12’0”/365.7 cm 34”/86.4 cm 6”/15.2 cm 319 L 14’0”/426.7 cm 25”/63.5 cm 6”/15.2 cm 330 L

12’6”/381 cm 32”/81.3 cm 6”/15.2 cm 323 L 14’0”/426.7 cm 27”/68.6 cm 6”/15.2 cm 357 L

14’0”/426.7 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 327 L

INFLATABLE TOURING INFLATABLE RACINGINFLATABLE TOURING/ WINDSURFING

GLIDE INFLATABLE 12’0” X34 FUSION 
GLIDE INFLATABLE 12’6” X32 FUSION 
GLIDE INFLATABLE 14’0” X30 FUSION

MALIKO INFLATABLE 14’0” 
X25 & X27 FUSION CARBON

CROSSOVER INFLATABLE 
12’0” X34 FUSION  



INFLATABLE TOURING/ONE-DESIGN RACING 
WOMEN’S INFLATABLE TOURING/ONE-DESIGN RACING

ONE & 
ONE ALANA 
12’6” 

Model Length Width Thickness Volume Fins

ONE 12’6”/381 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 301 L 10.0 Slide-in Fin

ONE Alana 12’6”/381 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 301 L 10.0 Slide-in Fin
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Front Back

Model Item Number Wholesale MSRP

ONE

ONE Alana

ONE Inflatable 12’6” 
“World’s Best-selling Inflatable SUP” 
The ONE 12’6” is hands down, the international best-selling inflatable SUP board for all-around cruising, long-distance touring 
and N1SCO one design racing. Its sleek outline is 30” wide and 6” thick for incredible rigidity, stability and speed. It also has an 
integrated number guide on the deck pad for referencing proper stance position.

N1SCO stands for “Naish International SUP Class Organization”, which is a one-design racing class where all riders compete 
exclusively on the ONE 12’6”. N1SCO competitions include sprint, intermediate-distance and long-distance racing, as well as 
team relays that are accessible for any level rider. They are competitive, fun events that are easy to follow, thrilling to watch and 
a great social experience for the whole family. Ideal for riders up to 230 lbs /104 kg.

ONE Alana Inflatable 12’6”
The “World’s Best Selling Inflatable SUP” now sports a bold, female friendly design for those just getting into the sport up to the 
most avid SUP racers. Engineered to build speed and track straight for long-distance tours and N1SCO one-design racing, this 
board is also a great fit for all-around cruising. Stable and rigid at 30” wide and 6” thick, the ONE Alana features a second layer 
stringer and double rail construction, which creates a super strong platform without the unnecessary weight. Training is built 
right into the framework with an integrated number guide which helps riders reference proper stance positions for starts, long 
paddles and buoy turns. Stay ahead of the crowd with the premium design that’s built for speed. Ideal for riders up to 230 lbs /104 kg.

KEY FEATURES

WHO’S IT FOR?  
Paddlers of any level looking to test their skills racing on a ONE-design board

WHAT’S NEW? 
Our new X-weave Dropstitch construction is high pressure rated, which allows you to pump 
the board up to 20 PSI for superior stiffness.

WHAT DOES IT DO? 
Ideal for sprint, intermediate-distance, long-distance relay racing as well as touring & cruising.

WHY IS IT UNIQUE? 
The only one-design board on the market featuring an integrated number guide for quick 
stance reference. This board is light, stiff, durable & very easy to use.

ONE ONE Alana

Roller Inflatable Bag

INCLUDED

Tool-less Fin

Dual Flow Manual Pump

DETAIL PHOTOS

= Evenly distributes tension throughout 
the board and pressure on the 
board’s skin for a high stiffness-
to-weight ratio. 

Pad texture detail & integrated number guide

2. Easy to attach & remove

3. Superior stiffness

1. Greater durability + longevity 
+ added stiffness

Great for fun & touring in 
addition to racing

ALL-AROUND
DESIGN6.

Race against the competition 
with the same equipment5.

Added stiffness 4.



INFLATABLE ALL-AROUND 
WOMEN’S INFLATABLE ALL-AROUND

NALU & ALANA  
10’6” X32

Model Length Width Thickness Volume Fin

Nalu 10’6”/320 cm 32”/81.3 cm 6”/15.2 cm 270 L US Box Slide-in Fin

Alana 10’6”/320 cm 32”/81.3 cm 5”/12.7 cm 225 L US Box Slide-in Fin
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STANDARDized

rating
Stiffness

3.2
STANDARDized

rating
Stiffness

5.4

2

1

4

DETAIL PHOTOS

Model Item Number Wholesale MSRP

Nalu 

Alana

Nalu Inflatable 10’6” X32 
Fill your days with carefree fun! A great all-around choice for riders of all levels and sizes, Nalu inflatables are perfect for a 
fun day with the family, touring, or longboard-style surfing on small waves. Stable at 32-inches wide, these boards offer an 
incredible stiffness-to-weight ratio, thanks to our new, high-pressure X-weave material. Double stringers add key reinforcement 
in the stance area, while the six-inch thickness further enhances stability for paddling performance that feels similar 
to a composite. Its light weight and shaping makes it fun to maneuver whether cruising around or walking up the nose on 
small waves. The nose has plenty of room for the kids to climb aboard, or take extra cargo with you using the cargo strap. 
10’6” x 32” x 6” (270 L) is ideal for riders up to 220 lbs/100 kg.

Alana Inflatable 10’6” X32
The versatile, all-around choice for women of all levels and sizes, the Alana inflatable is perfect for fun with the family, touring, 
or surfing small waves. Stable at 32-inches wide, this board offers an incredible stiffness-to-weight ratio, thanks to our 
new, high pressure X-weave material. Double stringers add key reinforcement in the stance area, while its light weight and 
reduced thickness further offer great control for easy maneuvering whether cruising, or walking up the nose on small waves. 
The nose has plenty of room for the kids to climb aboard, or take extra cargo with you using the cargo strap. It’s now easy 
and effortless to walk to and from the water thanks to the Alana’s added shoulder carry handle and super lightweight frame. 
10’6” x 32” x 5” (225 L) is ideal for women up to 190 lbs/85 kg.

WHO’S IT FOR?  
Riders looking for a board that will do-it-all, from cruising on a lake with the kids, to touring 
along a river, to riding small waves in the ocean.

WHAT’S NEW? 
Our new X-weave Dropstitch construction is high pressure rated, which allows you to pump 
the board up to 20 PSI for superior stiffness.

WHAT DOES IT DO? 
Cruising, catching small waves, touring, gliding, taking kids on board.

WHY IS IT UNIQUE? 
Both boards pack a lightweight, stiff & durable construction into a fun and very easy-
to-use shape, assuring riders will enjoy paddle boarding from the very first stroke. The 
Alana 10’6” X32 is specifically thinner than the Nalu 10’6” X32, offering lighter weight & 
easier maneuverability.

INCLUDED

Dual Flow Manual Pump

US Box Slide-in Fin

Nalu Alana

Supplied with 
Alana 10’6” X32 

Inflatable Roller Inflatable Bag

Front Back

2. More fin options + 
tool-less fin installation

Added stiffness + efficient 
waterflow for faster paddling4.

3. Superior stiffness1. Greater durability + longevity 
+ added stiffness

= Evenly distributes tension throughout 
the board and pressure on the 
board’s skin for a high stiffness-
to-weight ratio. 



INFLATABLE ALL-AROUND
NALU 11’6” X34

Length Width Thickness Volume Fin

11’6”/350.5 cm 34”/86.4 cm 6”/15.2 cm 314 L US Box Slide-in Fin
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STANDARDized

rating
Stiffness

5.5

3.

CONSTRUCTION

4

2

Front Back

DETAIL PHOTOS

Fill your days with carefree fun! A great all-around choice for riders of all levels and sizes, Nalu inflatables are perfect for a 
fun day with the family, touring, or longboard-style surfing on small waves. Stable at 34-inches wide and sturdy, these boards 
offer an incredible stiffness-to-weight ratio, thanks to our new, high-pressure X-weave material. Double stringers add key 
reinforcement in the stance area, while the six-inch thickness further enhances stability for paddling performance that feels 
similar to a composite. Its light weight and shaping makes it fun to maneuver whether cruising around or walking up the nose 
on small waves. The nose has plenty of room for the kids to climb aboard, or take extra cargo with you using the cargo strap. 
11’6” x 34” x 6” (314 L) is ideal for riders up to 265 lbs/120 kg.

Greater durability 
+ longevity +  
added stiffness

1. Superior stiffness

Added stiffness + 
efficient waterflow  
for faster paddling

4.

WHO’S IT FOR?  
Riders looking for a board that will do-it-all, from cruising on a lake with the kids to touring a 
river to riding small waves in the ocean.

WHAT’S NEW? 
Our new X-weave Dropstitch construction is high pressure rated, which allows you to pump 
the board up to 20 PSI for superior stiffness.

WHAT DOES IT DO?
Cruising, catching small waves, touring, gliding, taking kids on board.

WHY IS IT UNIQUE? 
It packs a lightweight, stiff and durable construction into a fun and very easy-to-use shape, 
assuring riders will enjoy paddle boarding from the very first stroke.

Item Number Wholesale MSRP

INCLUDED

Dual Flow Manual Pump

Roller Inflatable Bag

KEY FEATURES

Pad texture detail & handle
More fin options + 
tool-less fin installation2.

US Box Slide-in Fin

= Evenly distributes tension throughout 
the board and pressure on the 
board’s skin for a high stiffness-
to-weight ratio. 



WOMEN’S INFLATABLE TOURING

ALANA 
11’6” X32 FUSION

Length Width Thickness Volume Fin

11’6”/350.5 cm 32”/81.3 cm 6”/15.2 cm 239 L US Box Slide-in Fin
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The Alana delivers great glide and speed while remaining easy to paddle. It perfectly bridges the gap between our Maliko (race) 
and entry level inflatables. Its 32-inch width provides superior stability, while the shape offers maximum speed with minimal 
effort. The shorter length, when compared to Glide models, makes it easier for lighter riders to maneuver. Hydroslick edges 
reduce wasted energy by creating a clean water release in the tail. This maximizes paddling efficiency, so you move forward 
faster! Additional handles in the front make it fast and easy to get in and out of the water—even on slippery banks. The double 
density deck pad provides a soft, comfortable surface to get on and off the board, while providing a secure grip while standing 
and riding. Its US fin box lets you attach more performance fins, so you can paddle even faster. 11’6” x 32” x 6” is ideal for women 
up to 190 lbs/85 kg.

Greater durability 
+ longevity +  
added stiffness

1. Superior stiffness

Creates clean water 
release in the tail for 
improved efficiency

Attach your GPS or 
POV camera

Easy positioning 
on the board + great grip 
+ soft on your body

Easy to get in &  
out of the water  
in any situation

WHO’S IT FOR?  
Women looking for more speed and glide to enjoy longer touring excursions.

WHAT’S NEW? 
All our high-end boards are now built using the industry’s highest standard Fusion material. 
It is created by fusing a layer of solid polymer to the dropstitch material as it is being made. 
This allows for a stiffer, more durable material that saves about 2 kg per board while 
ensuring they are as rigid as possible.

WHAT DOES IT DO?
The Alana 11’6” is based on our Glide inflatable model. It is designed for women who want 
to explore further on the water (than the casual SUP-er). They offer enhanced performance, 
extra capabilities and faster paddling (than entry level SUP boards), while remaining very 
stable and easy to use.

WHY IS IT UNIQUE? 
This board is the perfect combination of easy-to-use, fast & effortless paddling performance 
in a light & stiff construction.

= Superior stiffness + lightweight

Dual Flow Manual Pump

Front Back

Roller Inflatable Bag

KEY FEATURES

Item Number Wholesale MSRP

INCLUDED

US Box Slide-in Fin

More fin options + 
tool-less fin installation



INFLATABLE TOURING

GLIDE 12’0” X34, 
12’6” X32, 
14’0” X30 FUSION

Length Width Thickness Volume Fin

12’0”/365.7 cm 34”/86.4 cm 6”/15.2 cm 319 L US Box Slide-in Fin

12’6”/381 cm 32”/81.3 cm 6”/15.2 cm 323 L US Box Slide-in Fin

14’0”/426.7 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 327 L US Box Slide-in Fin
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CONSTRUCTION

= Superior stiffness 
+ lightweight

STRAP
CARGO 

More fin options + 
tool-less fin installation

DETAIL PHOTOS

Glide inflatables provide great glide and speed, while remaining very easy to paddle. They bridge the gap between our Maliko 
(race) and entry level inflatables. The 12’0” and 12’6” offer superior stability (at 34” and 32” wide, respectively) and easy 
paddling on long touring sessions. The longer, 14’0”, 30-inch wide size features extra cargo straps, so you can pack even more 
items for those longer touring trips. Hydroslick edges reduce wasted energy by creating a clean water release in the tail. This 
maximizes paddling efficiency, so you move forward faster! Additional handles in the nose make getting in and out of the water 
on slippery banks faster and easier than ever. The double density deck pad provides a soft, comfortable surface to get on and 
off the board, while providing a secure grip while standing and riding. 

12’0” x 34” x 6” (319 L) is ideal for paddlers up to 265 lbs/100 kg. 
12’6” x 32” x 6” (323 L) is ideal for paddlers up to 265 lbs/100 kg. 
14’0”x 30” x 6” (327 L) is ideal for paddlers up to 265 lbs/120 kg that are a bit more advanced and want to enjoy longer touring sessions.

KEY FEATURES
Greater durability 
+ longevity +  
added stiffness

1. Superior stiffness

Increases paddling efficiency 
by reducing wasted energy 
from surface tension on the tail

Attach your GPS or 
POV camera

Easy positioning 
on the board + great grip 
+ soft on your body

Easy to get in &  
out of the water  
in any situation

WHO’S IT FOR?  
Riders looking for more speed & glide to enjoy longer touring excursions. 

WHAT’S NEW? 
All our high-end boards are now built using the industry’s highest standard Fusion material. 
It is created by fusing a layer of solid polymer to the dropstitch material as it is being 
made. This allows for a stiffer, more durable material that saves about 2 kg per board while 
ensuring they are as rigid as possible.

WHAT DOES IT DO? 
Glide inflatables are designed for paddlers who want to explore further on the water 
(than the casual SUP-er). They offer enhanced performance, extra capabilities and faster 
paddling than entry level SUP boards while remaining very stable and easy to use.

WHY IS IT UNIQUE? 
Glides are the perfect combination of easy-to-use, fast & effortless paddling performance in 
a light & stiff construction.

Size Item Number Wholesale MSRP

12’0” X34

12’6” X32

14’0” X30

Glide 12’0” X34 Fusion Glide 12’6” X32 Fusion Glide 14’0” X30 Fusion

Front Back

Roller Inflatable Bag

(on tail of 14’0”) 
Pack extra gear to 
go further!

INCLUDED

Dual Flow Manual Pump

US Box Slide-in Fin



WINDSURFING/INFLATABLE TOURING

CROSSOVER  
12’0” X34 FUSION

Length Width Thickness Volume Fin

12’0”/365.7 cm 34”/86.4 cm 6”/15.2 cm 319 L US Box Slide-in Fin
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More fin options + 
tool-less fin installation

Front Back

DETAIL PHOTOS

The Crossover delivers great stability whether you’re uphauling a sail or paddling. It features the same fast and efficient shape as 
our Glide inflatables and allows you to explore as far on the water as you like. The Crossover offers enhanced performance, extra 
capabilities and faster paddling than entry level SUP boards while remaining very stable and easy to use.
12’0” x 34” x 6” (319 L) is ideal for paddlers/sailers up to 265 lbs/120 kg.

Item Number Wholesale MSRP

KEY FEATURES
Greater durability 
+ longevity +  
added stiffness

1.

Superior stiffness5.

Creates clean water 
release in the tail for 
improved efficiency

Amazing lateral resis-
tance (when used with 
a sail)

4.

Flushed design that elim-
inates the extra bump on 
the deck of the board

6.

WHO’S IT FOR?  
Riders looking for a SUP to use for both sailing or paddling. 

WHAT’S NEW? 
All our high-end boards are now built using the industry’s highest standard Fusion material. 
It is created by fusing a layer of solid polymer to the dropstitch material as it is being 
made. This allows for a stiffer, more durable material that saves about 2 kg per board while 
ensuring they are as rigid as possible.

WHAT DOES IT DO? 
The Crossover provides great glide and speed, while remaining easy to paddle and even 
easier to windsurf. At 34-inches wide, it offers superior stability for effortless touring 
sessions. Twin fins in the back combine with the center fin to provide exceptional lateral 
resistance when used with a sail, making this an amazing entry-level windsurfing board.

WHY IS IT UNIQUE? 
These board is one of the easiest windsurfing boards thanks to its twin fin setup & extra 
width. It offers superior stability, while the construction keeps it lightweight & stiff.

Dual Flow Manual Pump

Roller Inflatable Bag

INCLUDED

(3) US Box Slide-in Fins



INFLATABLE RACING

MALIKO 14’0” X25/ 
14’0” X27 FUSION CARBON

Length Width Thickness Volume Fin

14’0”/426.7 cm 25”/63.5 cm 6”/15.2 cm 330 L US Box Slide-in Fin

14’0”/426.7 cm 27”/68.6 cm 6”/15.2 cm 357 L US Box Slide-in Fin
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Maliko inflatables are designed with no compromise—they are made to win races. Their design is inspired from our multiple world 
title-winning Maliko hard boards. Their nose slices through water and drag is extremely reduced to assure they go as fast as possible.

The key element in this board is stiffness. Our new construction allows for a high inflation pressure of up to 21 PSI. This, along 
with the double carbon stringer (along top & bottom) make the Maliko inflatables the stiffest yet. Furthermore, the construction 
eliminates the need for added parts or strings, distributing stiffness along the entire board. We’ve also placed two stringers 
directly under the rider’s feet. This added stiffness minimizes buckling and eliminates bumps formed along the board’s bottom 
from the riders weight. The result is reduced water resistance and superior speed.

Hydroslick edges reduce wasted energy by creating a clean water release in the tail. This maximizes paddling efficiency, so you 
move forward faster! Extra handles in the front of the board let you grab the board faster in and out of the water helping you gain 
those few crucial seconds to cross the finish line ahead of the competition.

Malikos are equipped with US fin boxes and come with a race fin, butterfly screw and Phillips head screw (for lower drag) to give 
you unlimited options to customize your fin design depending on conditions.

14’0” x 25” x 6” (330 L) is ideal for racers up to 220 lbs/100 kg. 
14’0” x 27” x 6” (357 L) is ideal for racers up to 240 lbs/110 kg.

KEY FEATURES
Greater durability 
+ longevity +  
added stiffness

1. Superior stiffness

Creates clean water 
release in the tail for 
improved efficiency

Unmatched stiffness + 
smooth bottom skin for 
better water flow

WHO’S IT FOR?  
Serious racers looking to win.

WHAT’S NEW? 
All our high-end boards are now built using the industry’s highest standard Fusion material. 
It is created by fusing a layer of solid polymer to the dropstitch material as it is being 
made. This allows for a stiffer, more durable material that saves about 2 kg per board while 
ensuring they are as rigid as possible.

WHAT DOES IT DO? 
The stiffest and fastest inflatable boards yet; you’ll go faster than you have ever experienced.

WHY IS IT UNIQUE? 
The first inflatable ever built with double carbon stringers along the top and bottom, it offers 
unmatched stiffness throughout the entire board and the smoothest bottom of any inflatable 
on the market.

Maliko Inflatable 14’0” X25 
Fusion Carbon

Maliko Inflatable 14’0” X27 
Fusion Carbon

Easy to get in &  
out of the water  
in any situation

Easy positioning 
on the board + great grip 
+ soft on your body

Size Item Number Wholesale MSRP

14’0” X25

14’0” X27

Dual Flow Manual Pump

Front Back

Roller Inflatable Bag

INCLUDED

US Box Slide-in Fin

More fin options + 
tool-less fin installation


